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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER GRAPHICS 
Purpose of the Study 
A computing system may be thought of as being 
composed of a set of physical devices (hardware) on which 
are written sets of programs (software). Norman Colin, in 
his worldwatch paper writes: 
It is time to sit up and take notice 
when a committee of the National 
Academy of Science states that the 
modern era of electronics has ushered 
in a second industrial revolution... 
its impact on society could be even 
greater than that of the original 
industrial revolution! Academy 
committees are not usually noted for 
hyperbole (8, p.1). 
The electronics industries have helped the manu¬ 
facturing companies to get away from the sluggish growth 
through their innovations, such as the computer. A 
computer controlled machine was introduced into the 
assembly line by the manufacturing companies in the 
sixties (8, p.l). The computer is currently being used 
in manufacturing companies and for consumer product. This 
includes the use of electronic controls in an automobile 
engine to regulate combustion and exhaust emissions; a 
multibillion-dollar industry manufacturing computer games. 
1 
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digital watches, home appliances and other novel electronic 
consumer goods which have been rapidly developed (8, p.2). 
With the increasing availability of the computer, 
access through remote terminals and time sharing, an 
expanding number of schools and colleges are able to intro¬ 
duce computer programming to substantial numbers of stu¬ 
dents. It is an imperative for technology students to 
know the use of the computer" and how to access a computer. 
In order to help the students, the School of 
Technology offers some courses in using the available 
computers. Students also have the opportunity to use othei 
computers located in the library. 
However, with the increase in demand for computer 
graphics, the college needs to offer specialized courses 
and purchase more hardware which is capable of displaying 
three dimensional images (3-Dimensional). This will be 
expensive but the overall benefit will be great for stu¬ 
dents . 
Computer graphics may have an impact on employ¬ 
ment by creating more opportunities for graduates. Also, 
technology students will understand how to harness energy, 
process and shape materials and to solve problems easier 
and faster. The computer helps a person to expand his 
mental capabilities, for it increases the ability to 
process, store and communicate information. A computer 
3 
is essentially a device for processing information that is 
fed into a keyboard or some other input mechanism. These 
instructions, called programs, regulate pulses of electrons 
which are moved through circuits, stored and moved again at 
extremely high speeds. This process is somewhat like the 
high speed shuffling of beads on an abacus (8.p.12). 
Programs are in steps. A qualified engineer or other 
technologist should be able to understand basic machine 
language and be able to run the computer terminals. 
Computer graphics promises an array of benefits to 
technology students. It will lead to improvements in 
productivity in factories and offices, by changing the 
way information is processed, stored, and communicated. 
Alterations will also occur in the procedures of many jobs, 
Like all major technological changes, the transition to 
computer graphics from manual drawing has brought about 
a new outlook, Ways of thinking, and has changed the way 
j in which we do things. 
For decades, computer graphics have been utilized 
by many companies and schools, as a tool in mechanical, 
electrical and architectural design. Computer graphics 
j can assist in providing a good layout plan and thus help 
j us in making decisions (3,p.52). 
Manufacturing companies historically have solved 
productivity problems with "faster, more efficient" 
I 
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machinery. Mechanization alone is not the ultimate answer 
to the problems; but with the aid of computer graphics, 
production can be significantly improved. Daily productior 
can be graphically displayed through computer terminals 
located throughout the plant. 
The School of Technology has purchased computers 
and there are also computers in the school library which 
are available to all students. These machines have in¬ 
struction manuals which were of help to this study. 
Computer graphics is not necessary for a technology 
student. This will better prepare them for employment. 
The Problem of the Study 
The problem of the study was as follows: 
To develop the content for computer graphics 
instruction at Georgia Southern College so that students 
could draw and design simple graphics. 
The Hypothesis 
The hypothesis of this study was as follows: 
The objective of this study can be developed for 
instructing students to learn how to draw and design 
simple graphics on computers. 
Basic Assumptions 
The basic assumptions for this study were as 
follows: 
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Students should have prerequisite courses such as 
geometry, technical drafting, descriptive geometry, and 
basic computer literacy. 
Limitations and Control 
The design of the course will be limited to the 
following criteria: 
1. The design of graphics on the computers. 
2. Two dimensional and three dimensional graphics 
3. Cartesian plottings of points, lines and 
solids. 
Definition of Terms and Symbols 
The following terms are defined as follows: 
APL: An IBM applied interactive business language 
(not widely used). 
Axis: Refer to X, Y and Z co-ordinates system. 
They are normally at 90° (ninety degrees to each other). 
Bit: A single binary digit consisting of either 
AI or AO symbol. 
BSI: British Standards Institution. 
Buffer: A temporary storage area where informatio:i 
is held until it is moved into an operating area. 
Byte: An International Business Machine (IBM) 
developed term used to indicate a specific number of 
consecutive bits treated as a single entity; most often 
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considered to consist of eight bits as a unit can repre¬ 
sent one character or two nurnericals; a binary grouping of 
eight bits. 
CAD; Computer aided-design 
CADD: Computer aided-design and drafting 
Characters; The set of letters, decimal digits 
signs(such as + - %)which have been agreed for use in pre¬ 
paring control tapes or part programs. 
Comp: A rough sketch, usually full size including 
all elements that will be in the finished art work. 
Copy: Any material such as wording, ruling, photo¬ 
graphs and art work furnished for use in the production 
of printed or copied material. 
Command; A pulse, signal, or set of signals 
initiating one step in the performance of a computer oper¬ 
ation . 
Control-System: An arrangement of electrical and/ 
or mechanical components which causes a desired effect to 
occur. 
CPU: Central Processing Unit. The controlling 
unit in a digital computer. 
Data: Information. 
Display Type: Large size type which draws atten¬ 
tion to body copy, as in a headline. 
GPSS: General Purpose Simulation System. 
7 
PL/I: Program Language I (combination of Cobol 
and Fortran Languages). 
RPG: Report Programs Generated (IBM developed 
language for their mini-computers). 
Technology Students; A student majoring in either 
the engineering technology or industrial technology degree 
programs at Georgia Southern College. 
Summary 
The problem of this study was to develop the con¬ 
tent for computer graphics instruction at Georgia Southern 
College so that students could draw and design simple 
graphics. 
Computer graphics are being used as an ultimate 
decision tool by the industries. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Introduction 
According to Newman Sproell, in 1950, the first 
computer-drive display attached to MIT's Whild Wind I 
computer was used to generate simple pictures. This dis¬ 
play made use of a Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) similar to the 
one used in modern television sets. Several years earlier 
a CRT had been used by the late F. William as an infor¬ 
mation storage device. This technique was to emerge years 
later in the form of the storage CRT incorporated in many 
low computer graphic terminals (11,p.6). 
Today, tremendous advances are being made in 
graphics. They are either manually prepared or computer- 
based systems. Learning to use graphics effectively will 
give the technology major an edge in competitive environ¬ 
ments. 
Engineering design is a repetitive, tedious and 
time-consuming process. For these reasons, the design 
process is ideal for computer automation. Computer 
automation of the design process has been accomplished 
with tremendous success in both the research and produc- 
tion sectors of industry. Computer-aided design (CAD)  
8 
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systems have been successful primarily because they in¬ 
crease productivity and accuracy. The use of interactive 
computer graphics simplifies data preparation and verifi¬ 
cation, and graphical monitoring of the input and output 
from the computer facilitate user-computer interactions 
(2, p.791) . 
Graphics can be used for making decisions, buildim 
models, presentation graphics and arts and business gra¬ 
phics. It offers major improvement in the productivity 
of human-computer interactions. 
Graphics can be either two or three dimensional. 
It can also be in color or black and white. Color helps 
to enhance and improve the visual-ability of the object. 
! 
Color graphics can help to make the message clear. Color 
should complement the message, not over-power or conflict 
with it. A different tint of color might be used in place 
of another color. However, the effort and expense of 
adding color isn't necessary for all graphics. Many times, 
black and white graphics can be used to show the ideal 
and the trend. The cost of using or developing color 
graphics may be an added cost and may not be necessary 
(5, p.143). 
! Interactive graphics consists of three components: 
a digital memory, frame buffer ,and display controller. 
The graphics involves a two-way controller. The inter- 
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active graphics involves two-way communication between the 
computer and the user. The computer, upon receiving sig¬ 
nals from the input device, can modify the displayed 
picture appropriately. Interactive computer graphics 
affects our lives in a number of ways; for example, it 
helps to train airline pilots. Pilots in training spend 
most of their training in a computer room. They watch 
computer-generated views of the terrain visible on take-of: 
and landing. One of the most important advantages of the 
interactive computer is the speed with which the user of 
the computer can assimilate the displayed information 
(11, p.1-2). 
Pictorial graphics deal with methods of producing 
either a description of the input picture or an assignment 
of the picture to a particular class. 
The technological developments of the last ten 
years have made computer graphics and image processing 
by computer, popular. Graphics deals with the generation 
of images from non-pictorial information and covers 
diverse applications (9, p. yii). 
Computer art and animation are two applications 
of graphics that require not only technical expertise but 
also other talents. Interactive graphics refers to de¬ 
vices and systems that accept input from the user, ex¬ 
pressed in terms of the display they create. An example 
11 
of an interactive is to draw a line on the screen. 
Image processing deals with problems in which both 
input and output are pictures. An image transmission 
system is where one is concerned with noise removal and 
data compaction. Overexposed or underexposed or blurred 
pictures can be improved with constrast enhancement tech¬ 
niques . 
According to Michael J. Wozny of Rensselaer Poly¬ 
technic institute (Engineering Educator of April, 1983), 
The primary goals of an engineering 
educator is to provide students with 
solid grounding in fundamentals and 
an ability to use them for productive 
results-—the inherent motivational 
aspects of a graphics display can 
strengthen student's understanding 
of concepts and improve their 
ability to make judgements. 
Industry's widespread acceptance 
of computer graphics for increasing 
an engineer's productivity also means 
that most graduates will use this 
technology and methodology throughout 
their careers (12, p.731). 
The computer-aided design and computer-aided 
manufacturing (CAD/CAM) computer have some instructions 
that require a student to set up a problem using a graphic 
preprocessor, then solve it numerically, and finally 
display the results graphically. In a college setting, 
the amplifier design scenario represents an interesting 
application of computer graphics. However, the same 
scenario (assuming a more advanced situation) when used 
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in an industrial environment would be called CAD/CAM appli¬ 
cation especially if the design software feeds a numerically 
controlled machine. 
The distinction between computer graphics and CAD/ 
ZAM in general engineering usage is vague. An interactive 
computer graphics is simply a means for displaying and 
nanipulating a computer-generated image on a display device, 
Zomputer terminals generally provide a set of "graphics" 
routines that allow the user to draw and manipulate points, 
lines, arcs and characters. These can be suitably modified 
oy factors such as line weight, type, color, and additional 
"segment" capabilities which allows the forming of lines anc 
j^rcs into an object. 
There are many economical computers made that are 
asing the concepts of "Turn Key" graphics. These sets of 
computers came into being in 1969. They are economically 
viable. For instance, the present Numeridex in a technology 
Laboratory has a concept of "Turn Key" graphics. In this 
concept, a-totally self-contained hardware/software system 
was developed to perform a generic function like engineerinc 
Jrawing. This software can be installed on the Apple II 
computer in the library. The software can be installed in 
which no programming experience will be required to use 
:hem. The user simply "turns the key" and the system 
is ready to draw. 
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"Turn-Key" applications are cost-effectives, be¬ 
cause most rules for engineering drawing are relatively 
standard across the industry. "Turn-Key" applications 
can be of help to all areas of our curriculum-electrical 
schematic drawing, layout electronic micro-circuits, 
mechanical drawing, piping layout, plant layout, archi¬ 
tectural and engineering drawing, and mapping. The Apple 
II computer in the library can be equipped with "Turn-Key" 
processes. This "Turn-Key" graphics can increase the 
enrollment in the School of Technology (12, p.732). 
Engineers in industry are depending on personalize 
graphics work stations to carry out mundane details while 
they concentrate on the -judgemental issues. Several 
companies today automatically provide each hired engineer 
with about $40,000 worth of computer graphics hardware 
and software as a necessary requirement for carrying out 
his or her job (12, p.732). 
The whole question of computer graphics can no 
longer be ignored. Instead of an expensive toy with 
inconclusive educational value, computer graphics have 
become the indispensable tool for the engineer. 
Advantages of Computer Graphics 
There are many advantages of computer graphics. 
They are as follows: 
1. Graphics can be used to present models to top 
14 
management and thus make the job of the design engineer 
a lot easier. Such models can be financial or statistical 
hardware systems. 
2. Computer graphics can improve accuracy at work 
3. It can reduce the amount of time used on 
routine jobs if the user could produce a drawing on a 
graphics terminal in the same amount of time as was done 
at the drafting table. 
Studies of a Similar Nature 
Sarrafan Ch. Hossein, (1983) developed a basic 
instructional package for students to learn the specialize 
principles of Numerical Control. He focused mainly on 
the Numeridex, which is a part programming for a computer- 
aided design system (6). 
Mozayyani S. Alireza did a study on how to deter¬ 
mine the content for a course of study which would be used 
to train personnel to program and operate Numerical 
controlled equipment in Iranian industries. He focused 
mainly on the use of the Numeridex (7). 
Many books of similar nature have been carefully 
reviewed and paraphrased in the study. For further 
O- 
reading, see Appendix B. 
Summary 
The CAD system represents a continuation evolving 
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integration of computers and computer graphics into the 
complete design-production process. 
Computer graphics play two important roles in the 
engineering curriculum. One is the computer science roll, 
the study of hardware and software in its own right. The 
other is the use of graphics as a tool for gaining insight 
into concepts and analyzing engineering problems. This 
latter role focuses on the user. 
Of the two roles, the system user role is clearly 
the most important in engineering education. Too many 
colleges lose sight of this fact, and too much time is 
spent writing programs rather than using them. However, 
the student also needs a thorough understanding of how the 
graphics system works in order to appreciate its limi- 
! tations. Clearly a balance is needed. Students need to 
i 
understand computer graphics such as CAD. Reasons for 
this are: 
]. As knowledgeable users of state-of-the-art 
computer-aided tools. 
2. As innovative creators of the hardware and 
software components of computer-aided tools; and 
3. As "systems" integrators who can evaluate 
the impact of these tools on the total design-production 
process. 
CHAPTER III 
THE INVESTIGATION 
Introduction 
The problem of this study was to develop the 
content for computer graphics instruction at Georgia 
Southern College so that students could draw and design 
simple graphics. 
The closed-form questionnaire was selected as 
the instrument to gather data. The choice was made be¬ 
cause of the inherent advantages of the closed-form 
i 
j questionnaire when used in descriptive research. 
The questionnaires were administerd to Georgia 
Southern College's graduates with the master of technology 
only. The sample population was justified in the sense 
that these people were once students of Georgia Southern 
College and they have acquired a reasonable experience 
in industry. 
The questionnaires were sent through first class 
mail. The study may be used by the School of Technology 
to develop a course in computer graphics. 
The Questionnaire 
The questionnaire is a common method of acquiring 
16 
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information from the selected population. A scaled re¬ 
sponse was developed for ease of completion by the res¬ 
pondent. The questions were designed to gather the infor¬ 
mation of five levels. These are: 
1. Level I: Student background - the questions 
were designed to focus on the kind of knowledge a student 
needs before taking a course in computer graphics and the 
type of computer language to be emphasized during the 
course. 
2. Level II: Focused on the expected knowledge 
a student should have acquired during the course. 
3. Level III: Communications - in this set of 
questions, the respondents were asked for their opinion 
of how important is computer graphics in communications. 
4. Level IV: The equipment Needs - the respon¬ 
dents were asked for their judgement about the tools which 
they think will be most useful for computer graphics 
course. 
5. Level V: Basic Instruction Units - in this 
level, the respondents were asked for their judgement 
about the topics that should comprise the basic instructior 
units for computer graphics. 
At the end of every set of questions, there was a 
space for adding any additional comments that the respon¬ 
dents thought would be of help to the study. 
13 
Evaluation of Data 
The questionnaires were submitted to the faculty 
members of the School of Technology of Georgia Southern 
College, Statesboro, Georgia,^ ascertain the validity 
of the questionnaires as data-gathering instruments. The 
questionnaires were also reviewed by selected individuals 
having knowledge in data-gathering techniques and survey 
design. Changes in the initial questionnaires were made, 
in accordance with the recommendations made by these 
individuals prior to submitting them to the test population 
Approval of the questionnaires was given prior to the 
submission to the test population. 
Administration of the Questionnaire 
The questionnaires were distributed by direct 
first class mail to the selected populations. Pre- 
addressed, stamped envelopes were included. The cover 
letter, as shown in Appendix A, was included to explain 
the purpose of the questionnaire. The questionnaires had 
completion and explanatory instructions on the first page 
of each section. 
Summary 
The closed-form questionnaires were used to gather 
data from the selected population (graduate students with 
masters degrees in technology only). The sample population 
19 
! 
was justified in the sense that these people were once 
students of Georgia Southern College and they have acquired 
a reasonable experience in industry. 
The questionnaires were mailed with the cover 
letter and complete instructions along with pre-addressed 
and pre-stamped envelopes. 
i 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
Introduction 
The problem of this study was to develop the 
content for computer graphics instruction at Georgia 
Southern College so that students could draw and design 
simple graphics. 
The data for this study was obtained by the use 
of closed-form questionnaires which was mailed directly 
to a population of eighty respondents. 
Twenty-eight out of the eighty questionnaires were 
returned unopened by the post office, leaving a population 
of fifty-two respondents or sixty-five percent. 
Evaluations of the data from the questionnaires 
4 
indicated that: 
1. Twenty-five percent of the respondents strongly 
agreed that computer graphics will help students to learn 
how to draw and design simple graphics on computers. 
2. Thirty-seven percent of the respondents agreed 
with the problem of the study. 
3. Twenty-three percent of the respondents were 
undecided about the problems of the study. 
i 
i 
i 
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4. Eight percent of the respondents disagreed 
with the problem of the study. 
5. Six percent of the respondents left some 
questions unanswered (blank). 
6. Two percent of the respondents strongly dis¬ 
agreed with problems of the study. 
Analysis of the Data 
The results of the questionnaires were as shown in 
the four totals for which the researcher calculated the 
percentage based on the returned questionnaires. In each 
of the questions, thirty-eight returns were equal to one 
hundred percent. The percentage of the returns was cal¬ 
culated based on the total population. (Fifty-two) 
In the following tables, these abbreviations are 
used: 
SA - Strongly Agree 
A - Agree 
U - Undecided 
D - Disagree 
SD - Strongly Disagree 
Level I, Student Background: 
22 
Table I 
Question No. 1: A student should have had a 
course in the following: 
SA A U D SD Blank 
Basic Geometry 22 12 1 1 2 
58% 32% 3% 3% 5% 
Trigonometry 16 14 4 1 1 2 
42% 32% 11% 3% 3% 5% 
Technical Drafting 18 15 3 2 
42% 40% 8% 5% 
Descriptive Geometry 8 17 5 5 3 
21% 45% 13% 13% 8% 
Analytical Geometry 6 14 10 6 2 
16% 37% 26% 16% 5% 
Total number of respondents - 38 
The responses to the above questions indicated 
that students must have had a course in those areas before 
taking a course in computer graphics. 
Table II 
Question No. 2: A student must understand the 
coordinate system of locating points from a datum. 
23 
' 
SA A U D SD Blank 
No. of Responses 18 13 3 4 
Percent 47 34 8 11 
The majority of the respondents answered positively 
and this makes the researcher to conclude that students 
must be able to locate and plot points on XY coordinate 
system. 
Table III 
Question No. 3: A student should have had a 
course in the following computer languages: 
SA A U D SD Blank 
RPG 2 5 15 9 2 5 
5% 13 40 24 5 13 
Fortran 6 13 6 6 3 4 
16% 34% 16% 16% 8% 11% 
Cobol . 1 7 13 9 3 3 
3% 18% 34% 24% 8% 13% 
GPSS - 3 19 8 2 6 
- 8% 50% 21% 5% 16% 
Assembler 5 6 14 7 1 5 
13% 16% 37% 18% 3% 13% 
24 
Table III (continued) 
Basic 
Pascal 
Compact II 
PL/1 
APT or other NC Languages 
SA A U D SD Bla 
20 8 4 2 1 3 
53% 21% 11% 5% 3% 8% 
4 5 14 9 1 5 
11% 13% 37% 24% 3% 13% 
2 4 17 10 1 4 
5% 11% 45% 26% 3% 11% 
2 4 17 9 1 5 
5% 11% 45% 24% 3% 13% 
2 5 15 9 2 15 
5% 8% 40% 24% 5% 13% 
The analysis of question three indicated that the 
respondents believe that Fortran and Basic language should 
be used by the School of Technology to teach a course in 
computer graphics. The researcher believes that the other 
languages are equally important, and a language must be 
chosen according to the needs and to the equipment avail¬ 
able . 
Table IV 
Question No. 4: A student should have had a course 
in industrial processes. 
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SA A U D SD Blank 
No. of responses 11 10 11 3 1 2 
Percent 29 26 29 8 3 5 
A high percentage of affirmative responses 
(strongly agreed and agreed) to the above question , has 
brought the researcher to the conclusion that the students 
should have had a course in industrial processes. Twenty- 
nine percent undecided, does not rule out the researcher's 
belief that a course in industrial process will be of 
1 
1 1 
benefit to the student. 
Question No. 5: Comments: 
The following comments were stated by respondents 
concerning questions one to four: 
"No background, except in Basic" 
"A student should have a good understanding of 
geometry and the coordinate system. I am not familiar 
with some of the computer languages. Some knowledge of 
industrial processes is also very important." 
"Are you requesting answers in relation to compute 
graphics curriculuin or industrial needs in relation to 
general technology curriculum?" 
"I do not know enough about the technical aspects 
26 
of graphics to answer these questions." 
"I am at a disadvantage in reference to computer 
science; 10 years ago it was not part of the curriculum." 
"A course that would combine types of hardware 
available, how to manage a CAD system, what applications 
are practical, such as part drawings, assemblies, 3-D 
modeling, plant layout, profile of sections, use with 
NC, isometrics, piping, and finite element with a computer 
language course." 
"Don't know." 
"Your instruction should give a foundation of know¬ 
ledge. Any particular application will depend upon the 
company in which the software is being used." 
Level II, Upon the completion of a course in 
computer graphics, a student should know or be able to do 
the following: 
Table V 
Question No. 6: Computer-aided instructions (CAI) 
involving graphical visualization or method of solutions. 
SA A U D SD Blank 
No. of responses 9 20 7 2 
Percent 24 53 18 5 
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The ma-jority of the respondents answered affirm¬ 
ative to the above question. This would appear to mean 
that the students understanding of computer-aided instruc¬ 
tions would be of practical use to them. 
Table VI 
Question No. 7: Simulated laboratory experiments. 
SA A U D SD Blank 
No. of responses 7 20 7 2 
Percent 18 53 18 5 
The respondents agreed that the use of simulated 
laboratory experiments would help the students to under¬ 
stand the course. 
Table VII 
Question No. 8: Computer-aided design (CAD) 
system for process design, analysis and control. 
SA A U D SD Blank 
No. of Responses 10 17 9 1 1 
Percent 26 45 24 3 3 
The respondents answered positively to show that 
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the students need a good understandaing of a computer-aided 
design (CAD) system for process design analysis and 
control. 
Table VIII 
Question No. 9: Multiview-orthographic drawing. 
SA A U D SD Blank 
No. of Responses 10 17 10 1 
Percent 26 45 26 3 
The high percentage of positive answers on multi- 
view orthographic drawing shows that the students need to 
understand how to prepare and interpret multiview 
drawings to represent a design. 
Table IX 
Question No. 10: Oblique or isometric drawing. 
No. of Responses 
Percent 
SA A U D SD Blank 
«i _________ 
7 2 4 6 1 
18 63 16 3 
Sixty-three percent agreed that the students must 
be able to do isometric drawing.  
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Table X 
Question No. 11: Perspective 
SA A U D SD Blank 
No. of Responses 7 23 6 1 1 
Percent 18 61 16 3 3 
Sixty-one percent agreed that the students need a 
good understanding of how to do perspective drawing. 
Table XI 
Question No. 12: Stereoscopic Views. 
A U D SD Blank 
No. of Responses 3 15 15 3 1 1 
Percent 8 40 40 8 3 3 
Forty percent of the respondents were undecided 
and forty percent agreed that stereoscopic views is one 
of the drawings a student must be able to do. 
Table XII 
Question No. 13: Algorithms 
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Table XII (continued) 
SA A U D SD Blank 
No. of Responses 3 11 22 1 1 
Percent CM
 
CO
 
i
 
58 3 3 
The responses to the above questions were fifty- 
eight percent undecided. This led the researcher to the 
assumption that many people were not familiar with algori¬ 
thms drawings. 
Table XIII 
Question No. 14: 2-Dimensional Drawing 
 
SA A U D SD Blank 
No. of Responses 7 22 6 2 1 
Percent 18 58 16 5 3 
Fifty-eight and eighteen percents agreed and 
strongly agreed that 2-Dimensional drawing is expected of 
the students. 
Table XIV 
Question No. 15: 3-Dimensional Drawing 
SA A U D SD Blank 
No. of Responses 9 14 11 3 1 
Percent 24 37 29 8 3 
3-Dimensional drawing enables the viewers to see 
the object under study more clearly. The result of the 
study was evenly spread between strongly agreed, agreed, 
and undecided. 
Table XV 
Question No. 16: Pictorial Graphing 
SA A U D SD Blank 
No. of Responses 5 23 8 1 1 
Percent 13 61 21 3 3 
Sixty-one percent agreed that pictorial graphing 
is expected of the students after taking a course in 
computer graphics. 
Table XVI 
Question No. 17: Interactive graphing 
SA A U D SD Blank 
No. of Responses 5 17 13 1 
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Table XVI (continued) 
SA A U D SD Blank 
Percent 13 45 34 3 3 3 
Forty-five percent agreed that students must be 
able to do interactive graphing. 
Question No. 18: Comments 
The following were the opinions of the respondents 
concerning question six to seventeen: 
"Most companies have unique graphic systems and 
applications." 
"Again, this was not part of the course when I 
had it. " 
"Never took a computer graphics course." 
Level III: Cononunications 
Table XVII 
Question No. 19: The human mind can assimilate 
information more rapidly through graphical patterns recog¬ 
nition than by scanning a table of numbers (graphical 
models-such as financial; layout,business,inventory,etc). 
SA A U D SD Blank 
No. of Responses 16 15 5 1 1 
Percent 42 39 13 3 3 
  3 3 
Many respondents were strongly agreed that 
graphical models can be used to transmit information more 
rapidly than a table of numbers. 
Table XVIII 
Question No. 20: The utility of the graphics 
display is further enhanced by the possibility of the 
user's manipulating the display. 
SA A U D SD Blank 
No. of Responses 12 20 4 1 1 
Percent 32 53 11 3 3 
j Fifty-three percent agreed that the users can 
and used graphics display for various projects. 
Question No. 21: - Comments. 
The following comments were the opinions of the 
respondents to questions nineteen and twenty: 
"Pictures are much easier analyzed." 
"Each individual possesses a particular communi¬ 
cation mode, visual, audio, etc." 
"There are many programs on personal computers 
that are better adapted for this application than CAD." 
Level IV: Equipment needs. Tools which you believe to be 
essential for a computer graphic course. 
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Table XIX 
Question No. 22: The following equipment is needec 
by the college fora computer graphics course: 
SA A U D SD Blank 
Shop floor data and/ 7 17 10 2 2 
or other data collectors 18% 45% 26% 5% 5% 
Micro-computers 18 14 4 2 
47% 37% 11% 5% 
Computer terminals 18 12 4 2 2 
47% 32% 11% 5% 5% 
Work processing equipment 10 14 6 4 1 3 
26% 37% 16% 11% 3% 8% 
Computer-aided manu¬ 10 14 10 2 2 
facturing CAM equipment 26% 37% 26% 5% 5% 
Mini-computers 8 16 9 2 1 2 
21% 42% 24% 5% 3% 5% 
Printers, plotters and 22 14 1 1 
other computer para¬ 58% 37% 3% 3% 
phernalia 
Graphics work stations 15 17 4 2 
or terminals 39% 47% 11% 5% 
Microprocessors/ 9 19 8 2 
prograirunable controllers 24% 50% 21% 5% 
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Table XIX (continued) 
SA A U D SD Bl ank 
Computer-aided design 15 12 8 3 
(CAD) equipment 39% 32% 21% 8 % 
NC/CNC/DNC equipment 7 11 16 1 3 
18% 29% 42% 3% 8% 
Computer media (tapes, 13 20 3 2 
disk pack, drives, etc.) 34% 53% 8% 5% 
Data communications devices 8 19 7 1 3 
21% 50% 18% 3% 8% 
Mainframe computer 3 12 12 6 1 4 
8% 32% 32% 16% 3% 11% 
Any system ranging from a passive graphics system 
to a good quality interactive graphics facility will be 
a best choice for an engineering technology department. 
However, the capital budget may force the college to 
invest only on terminals. In determining any system, the 
following should be considered: 
1. The level of use 
2. The capital 
3. The project level 
The respondents expressed concern over many of the 
listed hardwares. The researcher recommends that equipment 
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must be chosen on the capital investment. 
Question No. 23: Comments - The following comment!! 
were the opinions of the respondents concerning the equip¬ 
ment needs: 
"A rounded knowledge of graphic hardware is use¬ 
ful background information." 
"Need to work out best solution for equipment 
utilization." 
Level V: Teaching Applications 
Table XX 
Question No. 24: Teaching applications should 
involve the following: 
SA A U D SD Blank 
a. Xy plotting or data 19 12 7 
display 50% 32% 18% 
b. Process control appli- 15 17 3 3 
cation(how it works) 39% 45% 8% 8% 
c. Process design course 10 22 6 
applications 26% 58% 16% 
d. Kinetics, heat transfer 7 8 15 6 2 
thermodynamics and 18% 21% 39% 16% 5% 
mass transfer. 
  37_  
This indicated that majority of the respondents 
strongly agreed that teaching applications should involve 
Xy plotting or data display. Thirty-nine percent and 
forty-five percent were strongly agreed and agreed that 
the teaching should involve process applications. Thirty- 
nine percent were undecided about section "d" of the 
questions while fifty-eight percent agreed with section 
"c" . 
Question No. 25: Comments - The following commentj 
were the opinions of the respondents concerning teaching 
applications: 
"There are many applications. That is why a 
computer is such a wonderful tool. It will allow one to 
improve themselves in many different ways." 
"Should go beyond X-Y plotting drawing strategy. 
Example, CAD should be designed and thought in such a way 
to support engineering projects." 
"I am unable to answer many of these questions. 
There should be a choice for ones who are unfamiliar with 
terminology and a choice for question that the answer 
will be unknown and not undecided." 
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Compiled Data 
The following page has the data compiled from the 
returned questionnaires. The percentage was calculated 
by dividing the total number of responses to each question 
by the total number of returned questionnaires. 
The first line of each question represents the 
total number of responses to that question, while the 
followed line represents the calculated percentage. The 
total number of responses to each question was thirty- 
eight respondents. 
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Table XXII 
Compiled Data 
T 
Number of Responses 
Percentage of 
Responses 
QUEST JONS 
j OJ 
0) faC 0) a 
u 'X to -H 
< Q 
D OJ 1—1 X3 0) i-H 
e>0 *H bC 
c 0) U 00 c 
o 0) Q) 03 o c 
u u V) 1-1 ca 4—> 00 C •H J_> i—i in < P CO pq 
A student should have had a course in 
the toLlowing: 
A. fkisic (leotnetry 122 12 1 1 2 
,58 32 3 3 5 
B. T r ifiononk' l t y 116 14 4 1 1 2 
42 36 11 3 3 5 
C. Technical Drafting 18 15 3 2 
47 40 8 5 
D. Dcscript ive (leometry 8 17 5 5 3 
21 45 13 13 8 
E. Analytical Ceometry 6 14 10 6 2 
16 37 36 16 5 
A student must understand the coordinate 18 13 3 4 
system of locating points from a datum. 47 34 8 11 
A student should have had a course in 
the following computer languages: 
A. RPG 2 5 15 9 2 5 
5 13 40 24 5 13 
B. Fortran 6 13 6 6 3 4 
16 34 16 16 8 11 
C. Cobol 1 7 13 9 T J 5 
3 18 34 24 8 13 
D. GPSS 3 19 8 2 6 
8 50 21 5 16 
E. Assembler 5 6 14 7 1 5 
13 16 37 ] 8 3 13 
F. Basic 20 8 4 2 1 3 
53 21 11 5 3 8 
G. Pascal 4 5 14 9 1 5 
11 13 37 24 3 13 
H. Compac t II 2 4 17 10 1 4 
5 11 45 26 3 11 
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Table XXII (continued) 
Number of Responses 
Percentage of 
Responses 
QUESTIONS 
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I. PL/l 2 A 17 9 1 5 
5 11 45 24 3 13 
,1. APT or other NC languages 2 5 15 9 2 5 
5 8 40 24 5 13 
4. A student should have had a course in 11 10 11 3 1 2 
industrial processes. 29 26 29 8 3 5 
5. Comments 
to. Computer-aided instruction (Cal) in¬ 9 20 7 2 
volving graphical visualization or 24 53 18 5 
method of solutions. 
7. Simula Led laboratory experiments 7 20 7 3 1 
18 53 18 8 3 
8. Computer-aided design (CAD) system for 10 17 9 1 1 
process design, analysis and control. 26 45 24 3 3 
9. Multi-view orthographic drawing. 10 17 10 1 
26 45 26 3 
10. Oblique or Isometric drawings. 7 24 6 1 
18 63 16 3 
11 . Perspec t ive s 7 23 6 1 1 
18 61 16 3 3 
12. Stereoscopic views. 3 15 15 3 1 1 
8 40 40 8 3 3 
13. Algorithms. 3 11 22 11 
8 29 58 3 3 
14. 2-Dimensional Drawing. 7 22 6 2 1 
18 58 16 5 3 
15. 3-Dimensiona1 Drawing. 9 14 11 3 1 
24 37 29 8 3 
16. Pictorial Graphing. 5 23 8 1 1 
13 61 21 3 3 
17. Interactive Craphing 5 17 13 1 1 1 
13 45 34 3 3 3 
18. Comments. 
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Table XXII (continued) 
QUESTIONS 
19. 
Number of Responses 
Percentage of 
Responses 
20, 
21 . 
22, 
The human mind can assimilate infor- 
mationmore rapidly through graphical 
recognition than by scanning a table 
of numbers, (graphical models such as 
financial, layout,business, inventory^ 
etc.) 
The utility of the graphics display it 
further enhanced by the possibility of 
the user's manipulating the display. 
Comment s. 
The following equipment are needed by 
the college for computer graphics 
course: 
OJ 4) VJ 
D 60 0) n) 
u i/i GO •H 
< O 
0) 0) T-H <D r-H Wj •H U oc C a) CJ GO c O Q) QJ CC o P 
u u 'U CO 1-1 nj 4-) GO C •H 4-1 i—I CO < p CO pa 
16 15 5 l 1 
42 39 13 3 3 
12 20 4 
A. Shop floor data and/or other data 7 17 10 2 2 
col lectors. 
B. Microcomputers 18 14 4 2 
47 37 11 5 
C. Computer terminals. 18 12 4 2 2 
47 32 11 5 5 
D. Work processing equipment. 10 14 6 4 1 3 
26 37 16 11 3 8 
E. Computer-aided manufacturing CAM 10 14 10 2 2 
equipment. 26 37 26 5 5 
F. Minicomputers. 8 16 9 2 1 2 
21 42 24 5 3 5 
G. Printers, plotters and other 22 14 1 1 
computer paraphernalia 58 37 3 3 
H. Graphics work stations or 15 17 4 2 
terminals 39 45 11 5 
I. Microprocessors/programmable 9 19 8 2 
controllers 24 50 21 5 
J. Computer-aided design (CAD)equip- 15 12 8 3 
ment. 39 32 21 8 
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Table XXII (continued) 
QUESTIONS 
K. NC/CNC/DNC equipment 
L. Computer media (tapes, disk 
pack, drives, etc.) 
M. Data communications devices. 
N. Mainframe computers. 
23. Comments. 
24. Tear li iiij.' applications should involve 
the I'ol 1 ow ing : 
A. XY pi oil inj', or data display. 
B. Process control applications, 
(how it works) ] 
C. Process design course applica- 
t ions. 
D. Kinetics, heat transfer, thermo¬ 
dynamics and mass transfer. 
25. Comments. 
Number of Responses 
Percentage of 
Responses 
0) 
<u 
60 
<C 
to 
c 
o 
OJ 
<u 
u 00 
<c 
-a (U T3 
•H 
U Q> 
"V C 
Q) OJ U 00 
cd V) 
a> OJ 
u 
to 
C/) 
«rH Q 
to 
c O 
u 
d 
rH CQ 
1 11 16 1 3 
18 29 42 3 8 
13 20 3 2 
34 53 8 5 
8 19 7 1 3 
21 50 18 3 8 
3 1 2 12 6 1 4 
8 32 32 16 3 11 
19 1 2 7 
50 32 18 
15 17 3 3 
39 45 8 8 
10 22 6 
26 58 16 
7 8 15 6 2 
18 21 39 16 5 
I Total No. of Questions = 49 
Average in Percentage: Percentages were calculated as follows: 
Total Average in Percentage 
Total No. of Questions 
SA =
 i^.'3 =: 25 
49" 
U = 1144 = 23.4 
49 
SD = 78 
49 
A = 1800 = 36.7 
~4 9~ 
D = 370 = 7.6 
49 
Blank = 298 = 6.1 
W 
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Analysis of the Data 
The analysis of the data gathered indicated more 
than twenty-five (25) percent strongly agree; thirty- 
eight (38) percent agree; twenty-three (23) percent 
undecided; eight (8) percent disagree, and two (2) percent 
strongly disagree. Six percent leaves some question 
unanswered (blank). 
Summary 
This study was made to determine the content for 
a course of study which would be used to instruct a 
student of how to draw and design simple graphics on 
computers. 
The hypothesis of this study was tested by 
sending a questionnaire to former graduates of the 
School of Technology from Georgia Southern College. 
The percentage of positive responses indicated the 
usefulness of the most items as a content for a course 
of study which would be used to instruct a student of 
how to draw and design simple graphics on a computer. 
The analysis of this data sfiowed strong support for the 
hypothesis of the study. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
Introduction 
The purpose of this study was to develop the con¬ 
tent for computer graphics instruction at Georgia Southern 
College, so that students could draw and design simple 
graphics. The instruments used in this study were de¬ 
signed by the researcher after a study of related litera¬ 
ture, after discussing the subject with faculty, and after 
studying the user's instructional guide to a common 
available computer. 
A closed-form questionnaire was designed to obtain jj 
the data required to evaluate the support of the hypothesis 
The questionnaire investigated the student back¬ 
ground before taking a course in computer graphics, what 
a student should know or able to do after taking a course 
in computer graphics, the importance of graphics in 
communications, the kind of equipment to be used for the 
course, and teaching applications. Of the fifty-two (52) 
questionnaires forwarded to the test population, thirty- 
eight (38) were returned. The seventy-three (73) per¬ 
cent return rate established reliable credentials in that 
55 
  5 6 
the test areas chosen were indicative of representative 
sampling of a total population. The collected data were 
analyzed and described in table format. 
Major Findings 
The dovolopment of an instructional package for 
students to learn how to draw and design simple graphics 
on computers has resulted in the following significant 
f ind ings: 
1. Twenty-five percent of the respondents 
strongly agree with thirty-eight percent agreed with the 
items of the questionnaires. 
2. Twenty-three prcent were undecided about the 
items of the questionnaire. 
3. Eight percent of the respondents disagreed, 
while two percent were strongly disagreed with the items 
of the questionnaires. 
4. The respondent's comments show that they be¬ 
lieve that pictures are much easier analyzed and that 
graphics will lead to a better communication. 
5. That the equipment needs will depend on the 
following: 
(a) The level of use 
(b) Capital 
(c) The project level 
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Conclusions 
The conclusions of the investigation based on the 
analysis of the data are as follows: 
1. The hypothesis, the objectives of this study 
can be developed to instruct students of how to draw and 
design simple graphics on computers, was strongly supportec 
by the returned questionnaires. 
2. The majority of positive responses indicated 
a high demand for a computer graphics course. 
3. The majority of positive responses also in¬ 
dicated that students must have a strong background in 
geometry. 
4. The majority also indicated that a technology 
) 
student needs computer graphics to do an engineering 
project. 
5. The majority also indicated that the equip¬ 
ment needs should depend on the need, and the capital 
available. 
6. The majority also believe that pictures are 
much easier to understand than numbers. 
Recommendations 
The following recommendations for further study 
resulted from the analysis of data related to this study; 
1. Additional inquiry into the computer art and 
animation might be useful. The study should be directed 
58 
toward the usefulness of animation in a computer graphic 
course. 
2. A definitive market survey for a technology 
student with a background in computer graphics. 
3. An agreeable language to be used in a computer 
graphic course. 
4. The effect of "Turn-Key" process on students. 
The study should be directed toward determining the 
effect of "Turn-Key" process on students. 
I 
! 
il 
I; 
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APPENDIX A 
QUESTIONNAIRES 
60 
Landrum Box 12133 
Georgia Southern College 
Statesboro, GA 30460 
February 16, 1984 
Dear Sir/Madam: 
I am requesting your assistance in the completion 
! of a study to determine the content to be included in a 
| Computer Graphics course. This information will be 
important in establishing guidelines which may be used 
by the faculty in the School of Technology to prepare 
students for the industrial needs. 
! All data will be reported anonymously. 
! 
Please complete and return the questionnaire 
! within fifteen (15) days in the pre-addressed stamped 
:
 envelope. Your co-operation will be greatly appreciated. 
l! 
, Sincerely, 
Matthew I. Ogunsile 
{ enclosures 
61 
Questionnaire 
The following statements pertain to a computer 
graphics course: 
Please read each statement and express your judge¬ 
ment concerning its importance to the course by making a 
circle around SA, A, U, D, or SD. 
SA. Strongly agree 
A. Agree 
U. Undecided 
D. Disagree 
SD. Strongly disagree 
Level I, Student Background: 
A student should have had a course in the following: 
a. Basic Geometry SA A U D SD 
b. Tr igonometry SA A U D SD 
c. Technical Drafting SA A u D SD 
d. Desci ipt: i ve Geometry SA A u D SD 
e. A n a 1 y ( i e a 1. G e orue try SA A u D SD 
|2. A student must understand the coordinate 
system of locating points from a 
datum. SA A U D SD 
A student should have had a course in the following 
computer languages: 
a. RPG SA A U D SD 
b. Fortran SA A U D SD 
c. Cobol SA A U D SD 
d. GPSS SA A U D SD 
e. Assembler SA A U D SD 
f. Basic SA A U D SD 
g. Pascal SA A U D SD 
h. Compact II SA A U D SD 
i. PL/1 SA A U D SD 
j. APT or other NC languages SA A u D SD 
A student should have had a course 
in industrial processes. SA A u D SD 
Comments: 
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SA. Strongly agree 
A. Agree 
U. Undecided 
D. Disagree 
SD. Strongly disagree 
Level II, Upon the completetion of a course in compute!" 
graphics, a student should know or be able to do the 
following: 
6. Computer-aided instruction (Cal) 
involving graphical visualization 
or method of solutions. SA A U D SD 
7. Simulated laboratory experiments. SA A U D SD 
8. Computer-aided design (CAD) 
system for process design, analysis 
and control. SA A U D SD 
9. Multi-view orthographic drawing. SA A U D SD 
10. Oblique or Isometric drawing. SA A U D SD 
11. Perspectives SA A U D SD 
12. Stereoscopic views. SA A U D SD 
13. Algorithms. SA A U D SD 
14. 2-Dimensional drawing. SA A U D SD 
15. 3-Dimensional drawing. SA A U D SD 
16. Pictorial graphing. SA A u D SD 
17. Interactive graphing. SA A u D SD 
18 . Comments: 
Level III. Communications: 
19. The human mind can assimilate information more rapidly 
through graphical patterns recognition than by 
scanning a table of numbers, (graphical models, 
such as financial, layout, 
business, inventory, etc.) SA A U D SD 
20. The utility of the graphics 
display is further enhanced 
by the possibility of the 
user's manipulating the 
display. SA A U D SD 
21. Comments: 
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SA. Strongly agree 
A. Agree 
U. Undecided 
D. Disagree 
SD. Strongly disagree 
be 
22 
Level IV, Equipment needs. Tools which you 
essential for a computer graphic course. 
The following equipments are needed by the 
for computer graphics course: 
23 
24 
believe to 
college 
a. Shop floor data and/or other 
data collectors. SA A U D SD 
b. Microcomputers SA A U D SD 
c. Computer terminals SA A u D SD 
d. Work processing equipment SA A u D SD 
e . Computer-aided manufacturing 
CAM equipment SA A u D SD 
t'. Mini oompu ter s SA A u D SD 
g- Printers, plotter and 
other computer paraphernalia SA A u D SD 
h. Graphics work stations or 
terminals SA A u D SD 
i . Microprocessors/programmable 
controllers SA A u D SD 
i - Computer-aided design (CAD) 
equ ipment SA A u D SD 
k. NC/CNC/DNC equipment SA A u D SD 
1 . Computer media (tapes, disk 
pack, drives, etc.) SA A u D SD 
m. Data communications devices SA A u D SD 
n. Mainframe computers SA A u D SD 
Comments 
Level V. Teaching Applications: 
a. XY plotting or data display SA A U D SD 
b. Process control applications 
(how it works) SA A U D SD 
c. Process design course 
applications. SA A U D SD 
d. Kinetics, heat transfer, thermo¬ 
dynamics and mass transfer. SA A u D SD 
25. Comments 
APPENDIX B 
COMPUTER PROGRAM DEVELOPED 
BY THE RESEARCHER 
An Example of Graphic Drawing 65 
The following program was developed by the researcher and uses the Apple 
II high re-solution graphics capabilities to draw lines between any two 
points: 
] L I ST 
10 HOME : PRINT " 
20 PRINT " + '!; TAB': 37)" + ": PRINT 
" + TAB'. 37)" + ": PRINT " +" ; 
ThB>; 37>" + ": PRINT " + "; TAB< 
37.' " + " 
2 5 P R I NT " + " ; TAB 1Q > " COMPUTE R 
GRAPHI Ch" ; TAB1' 37) " + " : PRI NT 
" + " TAB'; 37.)" + " 
30 PRINT " + " ; TAB'.: 9) "BY MATTHEW 
GGUNSILE"; TAB( 37}"+" 
3 5 P P INT " + " ; TAB 3 7 > " + " : P RI NT 
• "+"; TAB< 37)"+": PRINT "+"; 
TAB'; 37 " + " 
40 PRINT   
45 FOR I = i TO 2590: NEXT I 
50 HOME : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT 
: PRINT 
53 PR IN1 " ("Hi r- PRUbRAM USES THE 
APPLE II HIGH RE-": PRINT "3 
OL UT I UN 'jF^MPHI L.:';: LAPHBI LIT I E 
3 TO DRmN": PRINT "LINES BET 
NEE! ' Hf-. Tl'JO POINTS OF A 3E 
T" ; PRINT "OF Hp TO ' 100' P 
0t NT . " 
55 FRINT : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT 
"ENTER OC:. TO CONTINUE" 
56 GET OS': IF 0$ < > " C" THEN GOTO 
C." C 
53 HOME : PRINT : PRINT "APPLIOA 
T IONS FOR THIo PR'UURAM CAN B 
£.. . pprfvjT "ROUND IN MOTION T 
I ME STUDIES, WHERE THE": PRINT 
"SHORTEST POSSIBLE ROUTE IS 
DFSI RE TO" : PRINT "ACCOMPLIS 
H A GWEN TASK." 
60 PRINT :• PRINT : PRINT "OTHER 
APPLIOAT IONS INCLUDE THE DRA 
WING": PRINT "OF STRUCTURES 
HT DIFFERENT ANGLES ON A": PRINT 
"TWO DIMENTIONAL BASIS. THE 
STRIjrTURES" 
it,2 PRINT "THAT CRN BE DRAWN If-IC.. 
I IDE : RaFT E RS , " : PR I NT " BRI DGE 
S, BOmT SHELETIONS, AND ANY 
OTHER ": PRINT "BEAM STRUCTU 
RE AS L HNG AS IT HAS NO" : PRINT 
"MORF THAN 100" JOINTS." 
66 
64 PRINT : PRINT ; PRINT "PRESS 
<C> TO CONTINUE" 
68 GET Ci-: IF Ci < > "f." THEN GOTO 
64 
70 HOME : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT 
: PRINT 
7 2 P RI NT "IT IS W 0 RT H M ENTI Ut-J IN G 
THAT USING THIS": PRINT "PR 
  OGRAM.h PERSON CAN PRODUCED 
JUST ABOUT": PRINT "ANY GEOM 
ETRICAL FIGURE TO RESEMBLE W 
HAT": PRINT "IT WOULD LOOK L 
IKE WHEN DRAW ON A SHEET": PRINT 
"OF PAPER." 
3G PRINT : PRINT : PRINT "HOWEUE 
R, BEFORE YOU CAN DRAW ANYTH 
ING AT": PRINT "ALL,YOU MUST 
BECOME FhMILIAR WITH THE": PRINT 
"CORD I NATE SYSTEM USED IN TH 
APPLE I I " 
S2 PRINT "HIGH RESOLUTION GRAF HI 
CS": F'R I t-JT ; PRINT : PRINT : 
PRINT : PRINT : PRINT 
PRINT "FUTEP TO CONTINUE" 
87 GET C$ : i F Cf- C > "C" THEN GOT;"i 
rH.C'r-'L ; - "THE HH'PI.E II bR 
-'-'HI . • A FOURTH QUAD-" : PFTNY 
•vAf .1 i (N^TE SYSTEM, I.E. 
- : F-'JY- ; PPINF 
■;<=. pvn-iT ■■r  
100 PRINT » ": F'R I NT " PRINT 
.. PFir-.jT " " 
162 PRINT " PRINT " " 11 : PRINT 
" » ; PRINT " 11 
105 PR I LIT : PRINT : PRINT "Y= 
159 MA';. , 11 
106 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT PRINT 
167 PRINT "ENTER <C> TO CONTINUE 
ft 
103 GET C*: IF Ci < > "C" THEN 
GOTO 107 
10v HOME 
WO PRINT : PRINT "KEEP IN MIND 
THAT >•' AND Y CANfJOT BE MORE 
i. . print "THAN 27? AND 159 R 
ESPECT I ''..'ELY . " 
j j ^ p. p i nt ; PRI NT : P RI NT "PRE S S 
TO CONTINUE" 
117 GET Ct: IF Ct < > "C" THEN 
GOTO 115 
67 
128 HOME : PRINT "WASN•'T THAT SI 
MPLE; ALL YOU HA' -'E TO KNON" : 
PRI NT "IS THE X,Y CORDINATE 
": PRINT "YOU WISH EACH POIN 
T TO BE AT,AND" 
125 PRINT "KEEP IN MIND THAT THE 
Y LIE IN THE FOURTH": PRINT 
" T RI G OM ET PI C Q UA D RANT" 
130 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT "TO BE 
GIN r 011 MUST ENTER THE NUMBE 
R OF": P RI NT "P01 NT REQUIRED 
TO DEFINE THE DRAWING.": PRINT 
"YOU ARE INTRESTED IN." 
135 PRINT : PRINT "NEXT, I WILL 
A SK YQU THE C 0 R DI NAT E S": P R1 NT 
"OF EACH POINT. REMEMBER TO 
PUT COMMA BETWEEN EACH X AND 
Y , AND TO HIT PRINT "T 
HE < £ETURN> KEY HFTER EACH EN 
TRY . " 
140 -'PINT : PRINT : PRINT "ENTER 
-iC; TO CONTINUE" 
142 GET Ct: IF Ct C > "C" THEN 
G OT L1- 1 4 0 
15 u DIM ■ 1 10 9 1 , r ( 10 0) 
400 REM Fr-TEPING COORDINATES 
410 HOME : PRINT "ENTER THE NUMB 
ER OF POINT WHICH DEFINE": PRINT 
" THF DRAWING OF THE STRUCTU 
PE'! 
4 15 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT 
4 20 INPUT « P=" • p 
4 30 HOME 
4 35 FOP N - 1 TO P 
4 40 PRINT "ENTER THE COORDINATES 
OF POINT "N 
445 INPUT X(N) . <'« N.i 
455 NEXT N 
460 HCOLOR— 7 
465 HGP 
4 70 FOR I = 1 TO P 
4 75 HPLOT >-:Y I > , Y('I'> 
480 NEXT I 
50 0 PEM REFERENCE POINT DOUBLE 
LOOP 
510 N = 2 
520 FOR I = 1 TO P - 1 
530 FOR J = TO P 
535 HCOLOR- 7 
=■,40 HOME ; '/'TAB ■' 21' : PRINT "lb 
THERE A LINE BETWEEN "I" AN 
r, " .! " " " 
550 INPUT "ENTER <Y> FOR YES,<N> 
FOP 'iFi " ;A£ 
S/.fi IF At = "N" THEN GOTO 590 
570 IF Hi- "Y" THEN GOTO 55 
0 
590 hPLOT . :(] '> , Y ( I > TO X< J> , Y<J'> 
68 
592 HOME : '.'TAB (21): PRINT "ARE 
YOU SURE < Y> OR <N>" 
584 INPUT Yi: IF y* = THEN GOTO 
598 
535 IF if : > "N" THEN GOTO 58 
2. 
5 o H L' U L U P ^ U 
58? HPLOT X( I) ,Ya> TO X(J>,Y(J) 
5v0 NEXT J 
60 0 N = N + 1 
.s2Ci r-JEXT I 
630 HOME : UTAB (21): PRINT "WOU 
' .D YOU LIKE TO DRAW A DIFFER 
ENT" : PRINT " PER S P E CTlUE, < 
Y; OR <N:; " 
640 i3ET A$ . i - = ii Y" THEN GOTO 
7 0 0 
645 IF At •> 'N" THEN GOTO 63 
M 
.t.4 7 ^E.<T ; HOME : PRINT ; PRINT 
; PRINT ; PRINT 
649 "PINT " DO YOU NISH TO DO IT 
ALiAlN J ' i1' ■ i.jR ' N^ " : INPUT 
— $• 
6 50 IF Af - "Y" THEN GOTO 465 
IP Ht > "N" THEN GOTO 64 
66* HOME ; ""INT . PRINT : PRINT 
"IT HA2. BEEtJ A PLEASURE TO S 
ERME" : RI NT " YUU . ADI 0S 1 11 
6 70 END 
70 0 TE>:'T : HOME 
7 10 PRINT ; PRINT "UERY NELL; TO 
C HAN G E THE PER SPE CTIME": P RINT 
"YOU MUST REENTER THE NEl'-i C 
00RDINATE9" 
715 PRINT "OF EACH POINT. I WA 
S SUPPOSED TO BE "s PRINT "A 
EL.E TO REMEMBER WHICH POINTS 
ADD": PRINT "LINES IN BETWE 
EN , BUT MY L'REATUR DID" 
7 17 PRINT "NOT TEACH ME THAT. T 
HEREFORE, WE WILL HAUE TO ST 
ART A LI OUER AGAIN." 
720 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT "PRESS 
<B> TO BEGIN OR <05 TO QUIT 
ii 
730 GET Et: IF Bt = "B" THEN GOTO 
40 0 
750 GOTO 6 60 
69 
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THI -• HRiJi-iRAM UoEb THE APPLE II HIbH RE- 
S0LLIT I ON GPmPH I CS CAPHBI LIT I ES T0 DRAW 
LINES BETNtEN AMV TNG POINTS OF m SET 
OF UP TO 106 POINT. 
ENTER TO CONTINUE 
h F PL r CAT I Or-iF 0 R THI S P R 0 G RAM CAN B E 
FOUND IN MiT- TJ TIME STUDIES, WHERE THE 
S H 0 PTEST P 0"11BL E R0 UT E IS D E SIRE T 0 
ml COM PL I -•'* '.ji'/cN TASK . 
OTHER APPLI CAT I UN3 INCLUDE THE DRAWING 
OF STRUCTURES AT DIFFERENT ANGLES UN A 
TWO DIMENTIONAL BASIS. THE STRUCTURES 
THAT CmN BE DRAWN INCLUDE:RAFTERS, 
BP I DOES, BOAT SKELETIONS, AND ANY OTHER 
BEAM STRUCTUPE AS LUf-JG AS IT HAS NU 
M0 RE T HAN 13 6' J 01 NT S. 
PRESS CO TO CONTINUE 
IT IS WORTH MENTIONING THAT USING THIS 
ppnHRAM.A PERSON CAN PRODUCED JUST ABOUT 
AN "GEOMETRICAL FIGURE TO RESEMBLE WHAT 
IT WOULD LOOK LIKE WHEN DRAW UN A SHEET 
uF paper. 
HOWE'- 'ER, BEFORE YOU L AN DRAW ANYTHING A i 
ALL.YOU MUST BECOME FAMILIAR WITH THE 
CORDI NATE SYSTEM USED IN THE APPLE II 
HIGH RES0L UTI ON GRAPHICS 
70 
ENTER CO TO CONTINUE 
THE APPLE II GRAPHICS USE A FOURTH QUAD¬ 
RANT C 0 R DI NAT E S'Y ST EM , I.E. 
0- X=27? MAX 
v = I 5 v riHX. 
ENTER <0 " " CQfiT INUE 
KEEP It-i NT IE' THAT X Af-JD Y CANNOT BE NOPE 
T HAN 2 79 ANi ■ 1 v: PFSPEr.T I '-'ELY . 
PRESS <:C; TO LONTINUE 
NASN T THAT SIMPLE; ALL YOU HA'v'E TO KtJOW 
IS THE XY CORDINMTE 
'•( 0U WI SH EhCJI P01fJT T0 BE AT,AND 
KEEP IN MIND THAT THE Y LIE IN THE FOURTH 
TRI hijMETR I L u!Di s 
TO BEGIN rOU MUST ENTER THE .NUMBER OF 
P 01 NT R E QUIRE D T0 DEFINE THE DRANING. 
YOU MRE I NTPESTED IN. 
NEXT, I HI LI ASK YOU THE CORD INATES 
OF EACH POINT . REMEMBER TO PUT COMMA BETWEEN EhL-H X AND i . AND TO HIT 
THE CRETURNy KEY AFTER EACH ENTRY'. 
ENTER <C5 TO CONTINUE 
ENTER THE NUMBER OF POINT WHICH DEFINE 
THE DRAMING OF THE STRUCTURE 
F —4 , 4 
E.\T RA 1 HNUF!ED 
ENTER THE COORD I f IhTE'S OF POINT 1 
"'1002,2 
ENTER THE COORDINATES OF POINT 2 
?20 0,2 
ENTER THE COORDINATES OF POINT S 
"2.2 
ENTER THE COORDINATES OF POINT 4 
"'2 , 100 
IS THERE A l INE BETNEEN 1 AND 2 ? 
ENTER YFOK vEb.cNJ FuR NO Y 
ARE UU iURE ^ < Y ■ OR <N2- 
T 
IS THERE H LINE BETWEEN 1 AND 3 ? 
Ef-JTER CY FOR iES,<N> FOR NO r 
hRL. /ULI . ■. i • UK 
IS THEPE :.;NE BETMEEN 1 AND 4 
ENTEp . f hCR VES, CN^ FOR HO Y 
i—jP. b. i LilJ " 1 h r_ Y j U k N 
■' T 
IS THERE H !. It-iE BEThEEf-J 2 AND 3 ? 
h ^ . i D' :r'' t.:.'- , ■ FUP NO V 
-t'r r i '_iU ' fF- * *' ( 'P vN^' 
" I 
IS 7HEFF M LINE BETWEEN 2 AND 4 ~ 
r.N ! E P ■- i r L K f Eb , "CN_. FOF: NO T 
APE YOU SURF ? < Y> OR <N> 
"'•J 
IS THERE m LINE BETWEEN 3 AND 4 " 
ENTER Y" FOR r'ES, LNY FOR NO Y 
hPE .'ON SURE ? ' Y" OR CN;- 
WOULD YOU Llk'E TO DRAW A DIFFEREt-iT 
PERSF EC r : '£", '" v> OR CN"' 1 
DO YOU NIyH TO DO IT AGAIN <Y> OR T-J 
DO vOU NISH TO DO IT AGAIN <Y> OR <N 
'?N 
IT HAS BEEN r PLEASURE TO SER'.'E 
rOU. ADI OS' 
APPENDIX C 
BOOKS FOR FURTHER READING 
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1. Fetter, William A. Computer Graphics in Communications 
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1965. 
2. Franke, Herbert W. Computer Graphics, Computer Art, 
New York: Phaidon, 1971. 
3. Giesecke, Frederick E. Engineering Graphics, New York: 
MacMillan, 1981. 
4. Parlidis, Theo. Algorithms for Graphics and Image 
Processing, Rockville-Computer Science Press, 
Inc., 1982. 
5. Shupe, Hollie W; Machoving, Paul E. Engineering 
Graphics, Columbus, 0. C.E. Merrill, 1961. 
6. Siders, R.A. Computer Graphics, New York: American 
Management Association, 1966. 
7. Sproull, Newman. Principle of Interactive Computer 
Graphics. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1939. 
8. Svensen, Carl Lars; Ezra, William. Engineering 
Graphics. Princeton: Van Nostrand, 1962. 
9. Thornhil1, Robert Blair. Engineering Graphics and 
Numerical Control. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1967. 
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